
INTRODUCTION 
 
All BetaCAP (BetaCAP30, BetaCAP30X100, BetaCAP60-3G) diluters can operate in full autonomy and be managed by the 
user through their interface (alphanumeric display and function keys or, just for BetaCAP60, graphic display and touch 
screen. Unfortunately, linearity tests take a lot of time, mainly spent waiting for the analyzer's response between setting a 
new dilution factor and getting a stable measurement. Additionally, the waiting bite is added. 
That’s why, we have produced this software package that keep the operator free from the task of managing directly the 
test, recording the corresponding values measured by the analyzer. The ability of the diluter of acquiring up to 3 instrument 
measurement values gets the best advantages using the InfoCAP3000 software. 

 

NEW INFOCAP3000 : THE SOFTWARE AUTOMATING THE LINEARITY 
TESTS USING GAS DILUTERS OF THE FAMILY  BetaCAPX 

Through the RS485 serial interface with AK protocol, the gas divider receives commands and information requests from the 
InfoCAP3000 program installed on the PC: this is enough for the InfoCAP3000 program to independently manage the di-
luter according to the settings provided during the test preparation by the operator. 
The main menu introduces the choice of activities required to prepare, execute and document the linearity test. 
 
DB Registry : Is the interface with the data base for plants, cylinders to be used and analyzers to be calibrated. Data are 
organized relationally to simplify their recovering at the time 
of test setup. The information to be included can ideally be 
divided into: 

 those necessary for the correct execution of linearity 

calculations 

 those required for the preparation of the full test report 

The choice of including all or part of the data is up to the 
user, also depending on the intention to print a full report or 
the probability of having to reuse the same data later 
(annual AST tests repeated on the same system) 
A key feature of both gas cylinders and analyzers is the type 
and concentration of chemical components (content or 
measured): their archives are also correlated to a list 
(expandable) of frequently used compounds (Components) with the chemical-physical parameters that are called up for the 
execution of the calculations. 
The hierarchical structure of the cylinder archive is cylinder container / cylinder charge /components, while the analyzer  
archive structure is analyzer details / measured components / measuring ranges. 
 
Functioning of the software : The test cycle is defined in part explicitly by the user and partly implied by the software: 
 
a) the explicit functions are those that characterize the specific test: dilution ramp, calculation of mean concentration val-
ues, possible calibration of concentration measures, settings ... (see table next page) 
 
b) Implied features relate to "backdrop" activities that are always done starting the test run, ending, and during the test run 
(eg continuous acquisition of the values needed to update virtual displays and graphic trends) 
 

 MAIN FEATURES: 
 

 Relational database for cylinders and anal-

yzers (related to the site where they per-
form their function). 

 Archive of chemical components with their 

respective chemical-physical parameters. 

 Prepare, store and execute sequential test 

procedures. 

 Automatic Conversion of Concentration 

Measurement Units. 

 Calculation and automatic viscosity com-

pensation. 

 Automatic drafting of linearity test reports 

according to EN14181 (QAL2) . 
 
 



Composition : The composition operation consists in de-
termining the sequence of operations that will be per-
formed by the diluter during the test cycle. The commands 
shown in the table will also be associated with the input 
parameters. 

Execution : Is the page from which you can start, pause, 
resume or abort the test and display both the initial data (in 
the upper area) and the data measured and calculated in 
real time, the number of data is different depending on the 
selected diluter type . At the bottom left is indicated the 
procedure step and the function currently active. 
Different tabs of the same page can be activated to display 
the progression of results, possibly active alerts, and the 
log of communication between the PC and the diluter. 

Test sessions : It may be the case that a dilution ramp is 
suitable just for one of the components measured by the 
instrument, while a second and/or third component 
(however, it must be measured and included in the mixture 
to be diluted) requires a different ramp. Two or more test 
sequences can be built that can be called up during con-
figuration. Multiple sequences session is also typical using 
the MTGS (Multiple Bottle Selector) option: in this case, 
each sequence can use different cylinders to certify differ-
ent components (up to 11 components with 6 cylinders to 
be diluted and two diluting cylinders ). 

Setup : Here is defined the analyzer to be calibrated and 
the terminals connection of the respective measuring sig-
nals, as well as the selected cylinders (gas to be diluted 
and diluting gas) and the sequence (among those already 
defined). 

Trends : During the entire test run time, the measure-
ments obtained in real time by the analyzer are shown in 
trend form together with the corresponding diluted theoreti-
cal values: for each component acquired, the two lines 
provide a clear representation of the measurement time 
and a qualitative forecast on the outcome of the test. 

Spot test : You can also handle a "manual" test to be 
used when the analyzer response times are not known or 
when you have to interfere with other devices: the user 
manages step by step the test sequence, assisted by the 
two views listed in above and has the advantage that, 
upon completion of the test, he can store the test with the 
actual times for any automatic repetition and print the com-
plete certificate. 

 
Calculations made by software : The software task is of 
automatically managing all required functions until the final 
result (test report) is obtained.   It is therefore necessary to 
compile some (not always elementary) calculations: 
among them the viscosity of mixtures, the equivalents in 
the measure of Total Hydrocarbons with FID type instru-
ments and the conversion between units of concentration 
measurements. The chemical components table contains 
all the parameters required for processing these calcula-
tions, which are managed without involving the User. 
 

FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE TO THE USER 

SETKDIL1 Set the dilution ratio SETTG1D Set the wanted diluted concentration  

SETKDIL2 As above for input 2 (just for CAP60-3G) SETTG2D As above for input 2 (just for CAP60-3G)  

STANDBY Pause  (continue from menu “Test execution”) WAIT Wait for a defined time (analyzer response)  

CALZERO Provide averaging, offset storing and zero calibration CALSPAN Provides averaging, sensitivity error calc. and correct.  

AVERAGE Provides averaging in a wanted time SETP1D Sets pressure regulation point (to set the output flow)  

SETTG1 Transmits  TG1 data (concentr, ρ, ƞ1/ƞ0)  SETTG2 Transmits TG2 data (concentr. ρ, ƞ2/ƞ0) just CAP60 
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Test report or certificate : 
 
At the end of the test run, or of the various sequences that have been encoded in a session, all the data needed to draw 
the certificate (one certificate for each measurement involved) are saved for immediate or delayed printing. The basic ver-
sion of the certificate consists of three pages: 

In the first are summarized the initial data that define the subject under test, the reference materials (cylinder to be diluted 
and thinner), a description of the test (optionally completed by reference to the accredited document) and data for the used 
diluter ; 
The second page shows the trend representation, as it is displayed while running, but compacted or extended to occupy 
the designed space and displays the ordered list of functions performed in the sequence. 
The third page shows the average values of the measurements, the corresponding theoretical values, the repetition aver-
ages, and finally the calculated residues as required by EN14181, with respect to the regression line that interpolates the 
mean concentration values measured in the repeated points with the mean values of the corresponding theoretical concen-
trations. 
Different formats can be set for report or certificate editing, which are chosen according to the user's preferences and also 
according to the type of test (number of ramp steps and number of repetitions): the formats can be edited very simply with 
the program Apache OpenOffice, which can be downloaded and used free of charge. 
The "place-holder" format where representing the variables is one of the few fixed points, but their placement, order of ta-
bles, page numbers, position and orientation of the graphics or the Company logo is all to the user's free choice. 
The printed certificate will be strictly in accordance with the chosen format. The certificate production menu offers free 
choice in the selection of the test to be reported and the format to be used among the various available ones. 
 
Data Base export / inport functions : 
Since Data Base construction is the most labor-intensive operation, 
we did include in the package the option of transferring DB data from 
one PC to another in two steps : exporting on a file and importing, so 
all units devoted to internal or external instrument audits can start 
from a rich Data Base and possibly share the new implementations 
done during activities on new sites. 
 
Languages : 
All the  texts in the software pages may be displayed in the preferred 
language : the most common languages are already translated (may 
be translation may be improved by mother language Users) and an 
additional language is available  for simply compiling by the User. 
 
Software Licence : 
The software license is valid for all PCs used by the Client Company,  
 


